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Summary

Two related research projects were carried out in the context of this

doctoral thesis. (1) The first one was devoted to the numerical study of

double subduction geodynamic process. (2) The second one consisted of the

development, implementation and evaluation of a new efficient numerical

technique for the Stokes flow problems arising in geodynamics.

(1) Double subduction is a complex geodynamic process in which two plates

following each other are synchronously subducted in the same direction. Such

an episode is, in particular, involved into the history of the Himalayan collision

zone. Our knowledge about double subduction is limited to conceptual

schemes and it remains enigmatic in terms of physical factors controlling its

initiation, duration and dynamics. In the context of this thesis, the systematic

numerical study of double subduction systems was performed using a coupled

petrological-thermomechanical approach. The results of the study show that:

(a) Subduction rates at two zones running in parallel differ and vary in

time even when the total convergence rate remains constant. (b) Double

subduction systems involve several processes unknown in simple subduction

systems. (c) The dynamics of double subduction is characterized by different

modes of interaction of two subducting slabs with the 660 km discontinuity.

(2) The new adaptive multiresolution method for the Stokes flow problems

was developed. The method is based on particle-in-cell (PIC) approach —

the Stokes system is solved on a static Eulerian finite element grid and

material properties are carried by Lagrangian particles. The Eulerian grid is

automatically adapted in space using the original wavelet-based adaptation

algorithm. The adaptation is supported for bilinear (Q1P0, Q1Q1) and

biquadratic (Q2P-1) mixed finite element grids. The method was applied to

linear (sinking block and Rayleigh-Taylor instability benchmarks) and to non-

linear (brittle extension / compression benchmark) problems, and applicability

of implemented elements in different conditions was evaluated. The proposed

adaptive multiresolution method provides very significant performance gain

compared to the non-adaptive approach, while results obtained in adaptive

and non-adaptive simulations show very good agreement.
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Résumé

Cette thèse rassemble deux projets de recherche complémentaires.

(1) L’analyse numérique du processus de subduction double ainsi que

(2) le développement, l’implémentation et l’évaluation d’une nouvelle ap-

proche numérique pour résoudre le problème de Stokes dans le contexte

géodynamique.

(1) La subduction double est un processus géodynamique complexe lors

duquel deux plaques lithosphériques voisines se suivent et subductent dans la

même direction. Ce phénomène eut par exemple lieu dans le contexte de la

collision himalayenne. La connaissance du phénomène se limite à des modèles

conceptuels et les facteurs physiques contrôlant l’initiation, la durée et la

dynamique sont mal connus. L’approche numérique utilisée dans le cadre

de cette thèse pour l’étude du phénomène de double subduction se base sur

le couplage pétro-thermo-mécanique. L’étude montre que : (a) les vitesses

de subduction relatives à chacune des deux zones varient temporellement et

d’une zone à l’autre même dans le cas où la vitesse globale de convergence

demeure constante, (b) certains processus sont spécifiques à la subduction

double et (c) la dynamique de la subduction double est caractérisée par les

multiples modes d’interaction des deux plaques avec la discontinuité des

660 km discontinuity.

(2) Une méthode de multirésolution adaptative a été développée pour la

résolution du problème de Stokes. Cette méthode est basée sur l’approche

particle-in-cell (PIC) — le système de Stokes est résolu sur un maillage

éléments finis eulérien, et les propriétés des matériaux sont portées par les

particules lagrangiennes. La grille eulérienne est automatiquement adaptée

spatialement par un algorithme utilisant les ondelettes. Cette adaptation est

permise pour les grilles d’éléments bilinéaires (Q1P0, Q1Q1) et biquadratiques

(Q2P-1). La méthode a été appliquée dans le cadre de problèmes linéaires

(solide s’enfonçant dans un fluide visqueux et instabilité de Rayleigh-Taylor) et

non-linéaires (déformation cassante en extension / compression). La mise en

œuvre des différents problèmes a été évaluée avec les différents types d’éléments

implémentés. La méthode de multirésolution adaptative proposée donne des

viii



résultats semblables à ceux obtenus par une approche non adaptative, mais

apporte un gain significatif en termes de performances.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Geodynamics is a branch of geophysics which describes the dynamic

evolution of the planet Earth. The science of geodynamics combines chemistry,

geology, physics and mathematics to study deformations within the Earth

and upon its surface to explain such complex phenomena as subduction,

mountain building, faults formation, et cetera (Turcotte and Schubert, 2002).

On geological time scales, mechanical deformations of earth materials are of

complex visco-elasto-plastic nature and are described by the mathematical

equations of the conventional continuum mechanics (Ranalli, 1995). These

equations can be solved numerically using computational techniques and

significant progress has been made in this direction during the last few

decades. Nowadays, the computational methods are used extensively to

model different geodynamic phenomena on powerful supercomputers (Gerya,

2010; Ismail-Zadeh and Tackley, 2010). However, despite all this progress,

there are still many technical challenges, and many questions about complex

geodynamic processes remain open (Olson et al., 2010; Gerya, 2011). This

thesis aims to fill some of these gaps. The goal of the thesis is to develop a new

adaptive multiresolution computational method for geodynamic problems,

and to perform a numerical study of a complex geodynamic process of double

subduction.

Subduction is one of most important features of a terrestrial plate tec-

tonics and occurs at various types of convergent plate boundaries including

intraoceanic settings, active continental margins and continental collision

zones. Subduction processes are predominantly studied using relatively simple

two-plates (subducting plate + overriding plate) models (e.g. King, 2001).

One obvious system that deviates from this simplicity is double subduction —

a complex geodynamic process in which two plates following each other are

synchronously subducted in the same direction. Double subduction episodes
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

are characteristic for both modern and ancient plate tectonics and are, in

particular, involved into the history of the Himalayan collision zone (e.g.

Burg, 2006; Burg et al., 2006), and that of South-East Asia (e.g. Hall, 1997).

Our knowledge about this complex process is limited to conceptual schemes

(e.g. Burg, 2006) and restricted analogue experiments (Boutelier et al., 2003),

and double subduction remains unexplained in terms of physical factors con-

trolling its initiation, duration and dynamics. In the context of this thesis,

the systematic numerical study of double subduction systems is performed

using a coupled petrological-thermomechanical approach. For this purpose,

a numerical code I2VIS is employed (Gerya and Yuen, 2003, 2007), which

is based on finite differences and marker-in-cell techniques combined with

thermodynamic database valid for both shallow and deep mantle conditions.

The numerical study of double subduction is performed on a regular static

computational grid. However, an alternative and more powerful approach

is one based on an adaptive multiresolution grid (e.g. Carey, 1997). Such a

grid is dynamically adapted in space to cover regions of interest, and thereby

computational requirements are decreased dramatically. This is especially

beneficial for 3D high-resolution geodynamic models. Thus, for some truly

challenging problems, like global mantle convection modeling at numerical

resolutions resolving 1 km scales, the adaptive grid approach is the only

possibility today (Stadler et al., 2010). In the context of this thesis, the novel

adaptive multiresolution method for mechanical Stokes problems arising in

computational geodynamics is developed, implemented and evaluated. The

Stokes system of equations is solved on a static Eulerian finite element grid

which is adapted in space based on chosen adaptation criterion (viscosity

field, strain rate field, etc.), and material properties and history are carried by

Lagrangian particles. Fully automatic grid adaptation is implemented using

an original algorithm based on wavelet analysis (Vasilyev and Bowman, 2000;

Vasilyev et al., 2004). The proposed method is applied to linear (sinking

block and Rayleigh-Taylor instability benchmarks) and to non-linear (brittle

extension / compression benchmark) problems.
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This thesis is organized as follows:

Chapter 2 presents the results of numerical study of double subduction

geodynamic process using coupled petrological-thermomechanical approach.

Chapter 3 presents the mathematical formulation of a new adaptive multi-

resolution finite element method for the Stokes problems.

Chapter 4 presents the results of linear and non-linear benchmarks performed

with the method proposed in chapter 3.

Chapter 5 summarizes the results of chapters 2–4 and discusses possible

future research directions.

Appendix A presents the preliminary results of some research projects in

progress.
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Chapter 2

Dynamics of double subduction:

Numerical modeling

Abstract

Double subduction is a geodynamic process in which two plates following

each other are synchronously subducted. Double subductions are known

for both modern (Izu-Bonin-Marianas and Ryukyu arcs) and ancient (West

Himalaya collision zone) plate tectonics. However, our knowledge about

this process is limited to conceptual schemes and some restricted analogue

experiments. In order to fill this gap we performed 2D numerical experiments

using a coupled petrological-thermomechanical approach based on finite

differences and marker-in-cell techniques combined with thermodynamic

database for the mantle. We investigated the influence of convergence rate,

intermediate plate length, activation volume of the mantle dislocation creep

and age of the lithosphere. Based on these experiments we conclude that:

(A) Subduction rates at two zones running in parallel differ and vary in time

even when the total convergence rate remains constant. Supremacy of either

subduction zone depends on physical parameters such as (i) relative rates of

the plates, (ii) slab ages and (iii) length of the middle plate. (B) Subduction

dynamics of the double subduction system involves several processes unknown

in simple subduction systems, such as (i) eduction (i.e. “un-subduction”),

(ii) subduction re-initiation, (iii) subduction flip triggered by shallow slab

breakoff and (iv) turn-over of detached slabs to up-side-down attitudes. (C)

Simulated tomographic structures related to slab propagation account for both

penetration and non-penetration of the 660 km discontinuity. Non-penetration

is favored by (i) low convergence rate, (ii) faster relative movement of the

overriding plate, (iii) young age of the subducting slab and (iv) up-side-down

turn-over of detached slab.

This chapter was published in:
Mishin, Y. A., Gerya, T. V., Burg, J.-P., Connolly, J. A. D., 2008. Dynamics of double subduction:
Numerical modeling. Physics of the Earth and Planetary Interiors 171 (1-4), 280-295.



CHAPTER 2. DYNAMICS OF DOUBLE SUBDUCTION

2.1 Introduction

Terrestrial plate tectonics is a complex dynamic system in which several

plates are interacting with each other and with the global mantle convection

pattern (e.g. Turcotte and Schubert, 2002; Tackley, 2000). Subduction is

one of most important features of such interactions and occurs at various

types of convergent plate boundaries including intraoceanic settings, active

continental margins and continental collision zones. Despite the fact plate

dynamics should strongly influence the behaviour of individual subduction

zones, subduction processes are predominantly studied using relatively simple

two-plates (subducting plate + overriding plate) models (e.g. King, 2001). One

obvious system that deviates from this simplicity is double subduction—an

intriguing process in which two plates following each other are synchronously

subducted. Double subduction episodes are characteristic for both modern

and ancient plate tectonics and are, in particular, involved into the history of

the Himalayan collision zone (e.g. Burg, 2006; Burg et al., 2006), and that of

SE Asia leading to the formation of the active Izu-Bonin-Marianas and Ryukyu

arcs (e.g. Hall, 1997). Our knowledge of this process is limited to conceptual

schemes (e.g. Burg, 2006) and some restricted analogue experiments (Boutelier

et al., 2003) so that double subduction remains enigmatic in terms of physical

factors controlling its initiation, duration and dynamics.

In this paper we study the dynamics and stability of double subduction sys-

tems. For this purpose, we employ a coupled petrological-thermomechanical

numerical model based on finite differences and marker-in-cell techniques com-

bined with thermodynamic database valid for both shallow and deep mantle

conditions. These models reveal processes unknown for single subduction,

thus offering interpretations to enigmatic geodynamic features that might be

characteristic of paleo double-subductions.
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CHAPTER 2. DYNAMICS OF DOUBLE SUBDUCTION

2.2 Model setup and governing equations

2.2.1 Initial configuration

We developed a 2D, coupled petrological-thermomechanical numerical

model of double subduction (Fig. 2.1) using capabilities of the I2VIS code

(Gerya and Yuen, 2003a). The spatial coordinate frame of the model is

4000× 1500 km. The oceanic crust consists of a 3 km layer of basalts and a

5 km layer of gabbroic rocks. The top surface of the oceanic crust is calculated

dynamically as a free surface by using 12 km thick top layer with low viscosity

(1018 Pa · s) and density (1 kg/m3 for the atmosphere, 1000 kg/m3 for the

hydrosphere). The interface between this weak layer and the top of the oceanic

crust deforms spontaneously and is treated as an erosion/sedimentation surface

which evolves according to the transport equation solved at each time step

(Gerya and Yuen, 2003b):

∂zes
∂t

= vz − vx
∂zes
∂x
− vs + ve (2.1)

where zes is a vertical position of the surface as a function of the horizontal

distance x; vz and vx are the vertical and horizontal components of mate-

rial velocity vector at the surface; vs and ve are, respectively, gross-scale

sedimentation and erosion rates, which correspond to the relation:

vs = 0.0 mm/yr, ve = 0.1 mm/yr when z < 9 km

vs = 0.1 mm/yr, ve = 0.0 mm/yr when z > 11 km
(2.2)

The velocity boundary conditions are free slip at all boundaries. Subduction is

prescribed by the total convergence rate RT = RR+RL, where RR and RL are

locally imposed constant velocities for the right and the left plates, respectively.

Thus the total convergence rate is controlled and not the rates of individual

slabs driven by slab-pull. The nucleation of the subduction areas, which

are parallel at both sides of the intermediate plate, is imposed by 5–50 km

wide weak zones of hydrated mantle cutting across the mantle lithosphere

from the bottom of the crust down to 170 km depth with inclination angle

30◦. Taking into account the critical role of water for subduction initiation

(Regenauer-Lieb et al., 2001) these zones are characterized by wet olivine

7



CHAPTER 2. DYNAMICS OF DOUBLE SUBDUCTION

Figure 2.1: Numerical model setup.

rheology (Ranalli, 1995) and a low plastic strength limit of 1 MPa. With

progressing subduction, these zones are spontaneously substituted by weak

upper oceanic crust, which is also characterized by low plastic strength. This

device implies high pressure fluids to be present along the slab interface during

subduction (e.g. Sobolev and Babeyko, 2005; Gerya et al., 2008).

The initial geotherm for the lithosphere is defined via half-space cooling

model (e.g. Turcotte and Schubert, 2002; Fowler, 2005) for the prescribed

lithospheric age A. Different values of the age of the lithosphere were used to

study the influence of this parameter on the dynamics of double subduction.

The geotherm for the mantle below the lithosphere is defined by prescribing

nearly-adiabatic temperature gradient of 0.5 K/km.

2.2.2 Petrological model

The stable mineralogy and physical properties for the various lithologies

were computed by free energy minimization (Connolly, 2005) as a function

of pressure and temperature. The properties of sediments and hydrated

mantle are required only at depths of less than 200 km where the properties

of hydrated crustal and mantle rocks strongly affect plate interaction and

subduction dynamics (e.g. Gerya et al., 2008). This is an argument that

the properties are required at less than 200 km, but not that they are not

required at greater depth. Accordingly, we employ for these two lithologies

8
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the results of previous thermodynamic models (Gerya et al., 2006). How-

ever, expanding models to lower mantle depths requires a robust equation

of state for the calculation of the properties of the subducted oceanic crust

and mantle. For this purpose, we adopted the Mie-Grueneisen formulation of

Stixrude and Bukowinski (1990) with the parameterization of Stixrude and

Lithgow-Bertelloni (2005) augmented for lower mantle phases as described

by Khan et al. (2006). This parameterization limits the chemical model to

the CaO–FeO–MgO–Al2O3–SiO2 with the phases summarized in Table 2.1.

The mantle is assumed to have a pyrolitic composition, for which the ther-

modynamic parameterization is adequate to reproduce the expected lower

mantle phase relations (Fig. 2.2). Application of the thermodynamic model

to the basaltic composition of the oceanic crust is more problematic because

phase equilibrium experiments (Hirose and Fei, 2002; Irifune and Ringwood,

1993; Irifune et al., 1994; Ono et al., 2005) suggest the existence of several

high pressure phases that are not characterized well enough to be included in

our parameterization. Additionally, the CaO–FeO–MgO–Al2O3–SiO2 model

excludes volatile oxides, notably K2O and Na2O, that are more significant

in the subducted oceanic crust, as a consequence our model is likely to over-

estimate the basalt-pyrolite density contrast (ρbasalt/ρpyrolite, Fig. 2.3). To

calibrate this effect, we find that experimentally derived density estimates for

K2O–Na2O–CaO–FeO–MgO–Al2O3–SiO2 (Irifune and Ringwood, 1993; Ono

et al., 2005) are 1.7–2.3% below those calculated here. Accordingly, neutral

buoyancy in the earth’s interior most probably corresponds to conditions at

which our basalt-pyrolite density contrast is 1.02± 0.03.

2.2.3 Thermo-mechanical model

The momentum, continuity, and temperature equations for the two-

dimensional creeping flow, accounting for both thermal and chemical buoyancy,

are solved using the I2VIS code based on conservative finite-differences and

non-diffusive marker-in-cell techniques (Gerya and Yuen, 2003a).

The conservation of mass is prescribed by the incompressible continuity

equation:
∂vx
∂x

+
∂vz
∂z

= 0 (2.3)

9



CHAPTER 2. DYNAMICS OF DOUBLE SUBDUCTION

Figure 2.2: Phase relations for the CaO–FeO–MgO–Al2O3–SiO2 pyrolite

and basalt models (see Table 2.1 for notation). To permit resolution of

phase relations the diagrams are split to exclude the large depth interval

between the transition zone and core-mantle boundary in which the models

do not predict phase transformations. Compositions for the pyrolite and

basalt models are, respectively 3.87 wt% CaO, 8.11 wt% FeO, 3.61 wt%

Al2O3, 38.59 wt% MgO and 45.82 wt% SiO2; and 11.86 wt% CaO, 11.25

wt% FeO, 13.72 wt% Al2O3, 8.64 wt% MgO and 54.54 wt% SiO2.
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Figure 2.3: Density contrast (ρbasalt/ρpyrolite, color scale indicated by the

color bar to the right) between pyrolite and basalt computed from the

thermodynamic model (Fig. 2.2, Table 2.1). Except for a pressure interval

corresponding to the base of the transition zone, basalt is predicted to be

denser than pyrolite, with a typical density contrast of 1–3% in the lower

mantle.
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Table 2.1: Phase notation and formulae for the CaO–FeO–MgO–Al2O3–

SiO2 pyrolite and basalt models (Fig. 2.2). Thermodynamic data is from

Stixrude and Lithgow-Bertelloni (2005) augmented for lower mantle phases

as described by Khan et al. (2006). Unless otherwise noted, the com-

positional variables w, x, y and z may vary between zero and unity and

are determined as a function of pressure and temperature by free-energy

minimization (Connolly, 2005).

Symbol Phase Formula

aki Akimotoite MgxFe1−x−yAl2ySi1−yO3, x+ y 6 1

an Plagioclase CaAl2Si2O8

c2/c Pyroxene [MgxFe1−x]4Si4O12

cpv Ca-perovskite CaSiO3

cpx Clinopyroxene Ca2yMg4−2x−2yFe2xSi4O12

gt Garnet Fe3xCa3yMg3(1−x+y+z/3)Al2−2zSi3+zO12, x+ y 6 1

o Olivine [MgxFe1−x]2SiO4

opx Orthopyroxene [MgxFe1−x]4−2yAl4(1−y)Si4O12

ppv Post-perovskite MgxFe1−x−yAl2ySi1−yO3, x+ y 6 1

pv Perovskite MgxFe1−x−yAl2ySi1−yO3, x+ y 6 1

ring Ringwoodite [MgxFe1−x]2SiO4

sp Spinel MgxFe1−xAl2O3

stv Stishovite SiO2

wad Waddsleyite [MgxFe1−x]2SiO4

wus Magnesiowuestite MgxFe1−xO

12
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The 2D Stokes equations for creeping flow take the form:

∂σxx
∂x

+
∂σxz
∂z

=
∂P

∂x
∂σzz
∂z

+
∂σxz
∂x

=
∂P

∂z
− gρ(T, P, C)

(2.4)

The density ρ(T, P, C) depends explicitly on the temperature (T ), the pressure

(P ), and the rock composition (C).

The Lagrangian temperature equation includes latent heat effects of phase

transformations in the crust and mantle and is formulated as (Gerya and

Yuen, 2003a):

ρCP

(
DT

Dt

)
= −∂qx

∂x
− ∂qz
∂z

+Hr +Ha +Hs +HL

qx = −k(T,C)
∂T

∂x
, qz = −k(T,C)

∂T

∂z

Ha = Tα
DP

Dt

Hs = σxxε̇xx + σzz ε̇zz + σxz ε̇xz

(2.5)

where D/Dt is the substantive time derivative; x and z denote the horizontal

and vertical coordinates, respectively; σxx, σzz, σxz are the components of the

deviatoric stress tensor; ε̇xx, ε̇zz, ε̇xz are the components of the strain rate

tensor; P is the pressure; T is the temperature; qx and qz are the heat fluxes;

ρ is the density; k(T,C) is the thermal conductivity; CP is the isobaric heat

capacity; Hr, Ha, Hs and HL denote the radiogenic, adiabatic, shear, and

latent heat production, respectively. In order to account for physical effects

of phase transitions on the dynamics of double subduction we used coupled

petrological-thermomechanical numerical modelling approach described in

details by Gerya et al. (2004a, 2006). According to this approach all local

rock properties, including effective density, isobaric heat capacity, thermal

expansion, adiabatic and latent heating are calculated at every time step

based on Gibbs energy minimization.

Viscosity dependent on strain rate, pressure and temperature is defined

in terms of deformation invariants (Ranalli, 1995) as:

ηcreep = (ε̇II)
(1−n)/2nF (AD)−1/n exp

(
Ea + VaP

nRT

)
(2.6)

13



CHAPTER 2. DYNAMICS OF DOUBLE SUBDUCTION

where ε̇II = 1/2ε̇ij ε̇ij the second invariant of the strain rate tensor and AD, Ea

and n are experimentally determined flow law parameters (Table 2.2). We use

different values of the effective activation volume Va to study the influence of

this parameter on the dynamics of double subduction. F is a dimensionless

coefficient depending on the type of experiments on which the flow law is

based. For example:

F =
2(1−n)/n

3(1+n)/2n
, for triaxial compression

F = 2(1−2n)/n, for simple shear

(2.7)

The ductile rheology is combined with a brittle rheology to yield an

effective visco-plastic rheology. For this purpose the Mohr-Coulomb yield

criterion (e.g. Ranalli, 1995) is implemented by limiting creep viscosity, ηcreep,

as follows:

ηcreep 6
c+ P sin(ϕ)

(4ε̇II)1/2
(2.8)

where P is dynamic (non-lithostatic) pressure, c is the cohesion (residual

strength at P = 0) and ϕ is internal friction angle (Table 2.2). Assuming high

pore fluid pressure in hydrated rocks (e.g. Gerya et al., 2008) brittle-plastic

strength of upper oceanic crust (basalts, sediments) was taken low (1 MPa)

allowing efficient decoupling along the interface of subducting slabs.

2.3 Results

Sixteen experiments (Table 2.3) were performed to study the influence

of (1) the convergence rate RT , (2) the intermediate plate length L, (3)

the mantle dislocation creep activation volume Va and (4) the age A of the

lithosphere on the dynamics of double subduction.

2.3.1 Reference model

The reference model was chosen to have the following parameters: total

convergence rate RT = 7.0 cm/yr (RL = 3.5 cm/yr, RR = −3.5 cm/yr), inter-

mediate plate length L = 700 km, mantle dislocation creep activation volume

Va = 0.8 J/bar and age of the lithosphere A = 30 Myr (Fig. 2.4 – initial

14
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CHAPTER 2. DYNAMICS OF DOUBLE SUBDUCTION

temperature and viscosity profiles, Figs. 2.5, 2.6, 2.7 – results of numerical

experiments).

Subduction in the reference model starts almost synchronously at both

extremities of the intermediate plate, but the left zone becomes rapidly

dominant while the right subduction zone ceases. Accelerated subduction of

the left plate leads the corresponding slab to deflect downward and pierce

the 660 km discontinuity (as is the case for the Tonga slab (Roth and Wiens,

1999) and the Mariana slab (Tibi et al., 2006) and, later, the slab to break

off at shallow depth. Break off results in opening a new spreading centre

behind the floundering slab that sinks into the deep mantle. In our model

slab detachment occurs during ongoing subduction which is different from

the previous thermomechanical studies of slab breakoff (Gerya et al., 2004b;

Andrews and Billen, 2009) modeled dynamics of this process after ceasing

of active subduction and obtained depths of detachment varying from 100

to 300 km. Shallow detachment of the slab in our models is caused by

viscoplastic necking process triggered by strong extensional forces imposed on

the horizontal segment of the plate by rapidly subducting and retreating cold

and dense slab. The gap formed by shallow slab detachment is filled by hot

asthenospheric mantle rapidly rising to the surface and building new young

(1–1.5 Myr) and thin oceanic lithosphere (Fig. 2.5, 23.2–24.6 Myr).

2.3.2 Influence of convergence rate

Subduction rate and length along both zones are strongly dependent on

the ratio between imposed plate velocities RL and RR (Fig. 2.8). Keeping

the same total convergence rate RT but with different plate velocities, either

the left zone (when RL > RR, Fig. 2.8b) or the right one (when RL < RR,

Fig. 2.8c) dominates the system. In the latter case, the middle plate is

wholly subducted and comes to rest up-side-down on the 660 km discontinuity

(Fig. 2.8c, 6.6 Myr), a geometry that provides an interpretation of “stagnant”

slabs as imaged below the Northwest Pacific (e.g. Tajima and Grand, 1998).

When RL = RR, subduction starts at both zones simultaneously, but the left

zone becomes dominant as convergence proceeds and even notable eduction

(i.e. “unsubduction”—return to the surface of deeply buried slab, in the sense

17



CHAPTER 2. DYNAMICS OF DOUBLE SUBDUCTION

Figure 2.4: Initial temperature and viscosity profiles for the reference

Model 1 (Table 2.3).
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CHAPTER 2. DYNAMICS OF DOUBLE SUBDUCTION

Figure 2.5: Evolution of lithological field in the reference Model 1 (Ta-

ble 2.3).

of Andersen et al. (1991)) of the previously subducted right slab can take

place, especially at relatively low total convergence rate (Fig. 2.8a).

Decrease of the total convergence rate causes slow subduction and the left

plate can interact with, but does not penetrate into the 660 km discontinuity,

something reminiscent of the slab beneath the central Izu-Bonin arc (Takenaka

et al., 1999). This situation also occurs when RL is larger than RR.

The dynamics does not change significantly for convergence rates larger

than in the reference case, but the process develops more rapidly and sub-

duction entrains coupled slabs (Fig. 2.8d), as it may be the case in Japan,

beneath Tokyo (Wu et al., 2007).

2.3.3 Influence of the intermediate plate length

Depending on the length L of the intermediate plate (i.e. intersubduction

space) two fundamental regimes have been obtained (Fig. 2.9):

1. Models with a relatively short (500–900 km) middle plate are characterized

19
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Figure 2.6: Evolution of temperature field in the reference Model 1

(Table 2.3).

by evident dominance of the left subduction zone (Figs. 2.5 and 2.9a and

b) with high probability of eduction at the right plate boundary (e.g.

Fig. 2.9a). Normally shallow breakoff (viscoplastic necking) of the left slab

at depths less than 100 km causes the formation of a new spreading centre

(Fig. 2.5, 23.2–23.9 Myr, Fig. 2.9a and b). The sinking slab can initiate

subduction of the middle plate in the direction opposite to the original one

(subduction flip, and the plate can be even turned over because of slab

coupling (Fig. 2.9b, 24.8–25.7 Myr). Such a relationship between breakoff

and flip has been envisioned for Taiwan (Teng et al., 2000).

2. As the length of the plate is increased to 1100–1300 km, a notable change

in the system dynamics occurs (Fig. 2.9c and d). At these conditions

the right zone becomes active and subduction intensity along both zones

becomes almost balanced. The right zone may even predominate at some

time intervals (Fig. 2.9c, 17 Myr). In such a system, the middle plate is

wholly subducted and rotates to an up-side-down position in the lower

mantle (Fig. 2.9c, 18.1–18.7 Myr, Fig. 2.9d, 17.1–18.4 Myr).
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Figure 2.7: Evolution of viscosity and velocity fields in the reference Model

1 (Table 2.3).

Interaction of the subducting slabs with the 660 km discontinuity does

not apparently depend on the length of the intermediate plate since in all

models designed to test this geometrical configuration all slabs break through

the 660 km discontinuity (Figs. 2.5 and 2.9).

2.3.4 Influence of mantle rheology

All numerical experiments performed to study the influence of mantle

dislocation creep activation volume Va show supremacy of the left subduction,

but this predominance decreases with increasing activation volume and thus

with growing viscous resistance of the asthenospheric mantle at large depth

(Fig. 2.10). Even for relatively small activation volume of 0.6 J/bar, rapid

eduction of the right zone may take place (Fig. 2.10a, 9.4–10.3 Myr). At

noticeably higher Va = 1.0–1.2 J/bar, eduction does not occur and subduction

rates in the two zones become almost balanced (Fig. 2.10b and c).

At smaller activation volume the left plate rapidly sinks into the mantle
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Figure 2.8: Influence of convergence rate on the dynamics of double

subduction. (a) Model 2, (b) Model 3, (c) Model 4 and (d) Model 5 (model

descriptions in Table 2.3).
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Figure 2.9: Influence of length of the intermediate plate on the dynamics

of double subduction. (a) Model 6, (b) Model 7, (c) Model 8 and (d) Model

9 (model descriptions in Table 2.3).
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and penetrates the 660 km discontinuity before breaking off at shallow depths

of 0–100 km (Fig. 2.10a, 10.3–10.5 Myr). With increase of the activation

volume, the right subduction zone becomes active and the two slabs become

coupled (Fig. 2.10b and c). The coupled slabs can either sink into the lower

mantle (Va = 1.0 J/bar, Fig. 2.10b) or (at largest tested value Va = 1.2 J/bar,

Fig. 2.10c) can be flattened and deferred at the 660 km discontinuity.

2.3.5 Influence of age of the lithosphere

Numerical experiments show that for a wide range of lithospheric age

(A = 10–70 Myr) the left zone dominates with almost no activity on the right

one (Figs. 2.5 and 2.11a–c). However, with an old and strong lithosphere

(A = 100 Myr) the left zone may become inactive and (at least at the beginning

of convergence) the right zone dominates (Fig. 2.11d). In that case the middle

plate is completely subducted and may rotate to an up-side-down position

(Fig. 2.11d, 10.2–19.4 Myr). And because of inactivity of the left plate two

weak zones can even merge.

With a younger plate (A = 10–70 Myr), the left slab quickly sinks into the

mantle, but its interaction with the 660 km discontinuity varies depending

on the slab age. Young (A < 30 Myr) and weak slabs are deferred by the

discontinuity and flatten (Fig. 2.11a). With increased A, subducting slabs

become stronger and denser and penetrate the 660 km discontinuity (Figs. 2.5

and 2.11b and c). Shallow breakoff of these slabs occurs for intermediate

slab ages of 30–50 Myr (Fig. 2.5, 23.2–23.9 Myr, Fig. 2.11b, 20.7–21.1 Myr).

Penetration of the 660 km discontinuity normally results in eduction process

at the right zone (Fig. 2.11b, 18.4–20.7 Myr, Fig. 2.11c, 22.3–24.4 Myr), and

if the educted middle plate is sufficiently old and dense, subduction of this

plate can spontaneously restart (Fig. 2.11c, 25.3 Myr).
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Figure 2.10: Influence of mantle rheology on the dynamics of double sub-

duction. (a) Model 10, (b) Model 11 and (c) Model 12 (model descriptions

in Table 2.3).
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Figure 2.11: Influence of age of the lithosphere on the dynamics of double

subduction. (a) Model 13, (b) Model 14, (c) Model 15 and (d) Model 16

(model descriptions in Table 2.3).
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2.4 Discussion and implications

2.4.1 Paired subduction dynamics

Paired subduction systems on the active earth offer a limited number of

patterns: i.e. divergent subduction as the Molucca Sea between the Halmahera

and Sangihe island arcs (e.g. Hall et al., 1995) and on both sides of the Adriatic

sea (e.g. Doglioni et al., 2007), confronting subduction like the Manilla and

Philippine-Ryukyu trenches on both sides of the Philippine Islands and parallel

subduction like the Pacific Plate and the Philippine Sea along the Izu-Bonin

and Nankai-Ryukyu trenches, respectively (Hall et al., 1995). Such patterns

locally lead to complex interference between overlapping slabs (Ishida, 1992;

Wu et al., 2007). Yet, these examples determine the relevance of the presented

models. Numerical experiments show that subduction along two parallel and

synchronous zones is typically unbalanced: subduction rates at both zones are

irregular over time (Fig. 2.12). One may expect that such irregular motions

are associated in 3D with plate rotations, as the Philippine Plate did (Hall

et al., 1995). Though in most cases the left subduction zone dominates (e.g.

Figs. 2.5, 2.8a, b and d, 2.9a and b 2.10a, 2.11a–c, and 2.12a and b), a range

of physical conditions (e.g. longer middle plate, Figs. 2.9c and d and 2.12c

and d, dominating convergence from the right plate, Fig. 2.8c, old age of the

lithosphere, Fig. 2.11d) lead subduction at the right zone to dominate. Strong

subduction rate variations at constant total convergence rate (Fig. 2.12) imply

large variations in magmatic production on either coeval arc. Such variations

may explain the clustered age distribution of calc-alkaline magmatism on

both sides of the Karakoram-Kohistan Suture Zone in Pakistan (e.g. Treloar

et al., 1996).

Plots Fig. 2.12c and d illustrate almost balanced subduction rates along

the two zones at the beginning, with later alternation of their activities,

the right zone becoming more active than the left one. This behaviour is

characteristic for relatively long (1100–1300 km) middle plates (Fig. 2.9c and

d).

Explanation for subduction velocity behaviour is related to the variable

degree of coupling along two parallel and synchronous subduction zones.
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When RL = RR, subduction starts at both zones simultaneously, but the left

zone is dominated by movement of the subducting plate while the right one

by movement of the overriding plate. As demonstrated by van Hunen et al.

(2000) and Manea and Gurnis (2007) the movement of an overriding plate

tends to produce shallower subduction and stronger plate coupling than the

movement of a subducting plate. Therefore the subduction in the right zone

causes more resistance to the plate movement then the subduction in the left

zone and tends to decelerate (Fig. 2.12a and b). Also bending of the middle

plate in the right zone exerts tendency of lifting up its opposite edge above

the left zone which additionally decreases resistance to subduction in the left

zone. This lifting tendency is maximal for short plates and therefore these

plates show stronger dominance of the left zone (cf. Fig. 2.12a, b and c, d).

Models of the double subduction systems involve processes yet unrec-

ognized for simple subduction systems. Those are in particular eduction

and subduction alternance, with cessation and reactivation of subduction

zones and subduction flip. Several models involve eduction, almost always

associated with subduction rate variations (Fig. 2.12a). As it can be seen from

the plot, the dynamics of such a system is characterized by rapid acceleration

of the left plate until shallow breakoff, and rapid deceleration and ultimate

eduction of the middle plate (negative subduction rate at the second zone on

the plot). Yet rate variations do not necessarily lead to eduction (Fig. 2.12b).

As in the previous case (Fig. 2.12a), the left zone clearly dominates and finally

the slab can breakoff at shallow depth (e.g. Model 1 in Table 2.3, Fig. 2.5),

but eduction does not occur in such a system. Though subduction rate at

the second zone decreases with time and can be even zero (as subduction at

the second zone can cease, e.g. Model 1 in Table 2.3, Fig. 2.5), it is never

negative.

2.4.2 Specific cases

Rapid sinking of the left plate results in subduction hinge retreat and

back-arc extension in the overriding plate. In double subduction systems,

slab rollback causes eduction of the middle plate, and a new spreading centre

can form between the middle and right plates. Eduction can be relevant to
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Figure 2.12: Subduction rates along first and second subduction zones

as functions of time. (a) Model 6, Fig. 2.9a, (b) Model 11, Fig. 2.10b,

(c) Model 8, Fig. 2.9c and (d) Model 9, Fig. 2.9d (model descriptions in

Table 2.3).
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the origin of some blueschist complexes. As discussed by Maresch and Gerya

(2005) blueschist complexes in several places in the world (e.g. in Caribbean)

are formed in evolving, nascent intraoceanic subduction zones without obvious

coeval volcanism, raising the question of the minimum subduction duration,

amount of convergence, and exhumation mechanisms necessary to produce

them. Eduction is a mechanism for the rapid formation and exhumation of

such complexes.

When the intermediate plate is old and dense, the second subduction can

restart (Fig. 2.13, 25.7 Myr). This is due to the gravitational instability driven

by a strong density contrast between the cold retreating middle plate and the

hot asthenospheric mantle rising into the forming spreading center. Similar

mechanism of subduction initiation by gravitational instability across a zone

(transform fault) separating two plates with contrasting thermal structures is

suggested by Hall et al. (2003). We suggest that this mechanism can have

broader significance in case of eduction and multiple plate dynamics creating

further possibilities for forming of gravitationally unstable plate boundaries.

Subduction flip of the middle plate is another specific phenomenon in

numerical experiments of double subduction (Fig. 2.14). The role of a sec-

ond subduction seems important in triggering this process, which is worth

discussing as it can shed light on the open question of subduction initiation

mechanisms (e.g. Bercovici, 2003). Subduction flip occurs in experiments

where subduction cessation or eduction of the second zone is associated with

shallow breakoff of the left plate. The detached sinking slab hence initiates

subduction of the middle plate in the direction opposite to the original one

(Models 6 and 7 in Table 2.3; Fig. 2.9a and b; Fig. 2.14 is zoom to Fig. 2.9b),

and in some conditions the middle plate can be even flipped because of slabs

coupling (Fig. 2.14, 25 Myr). Slab breakoff (e.g. Gerya et al., 2004b; Wortel

and Spakman, 2000) may be a precursor to subduction initiation of the middle

plate.

2.4.3 Slab interaction with the 660 km discontinuity

The petrological model we employed includes deep mantle phase transitions

and thus allows studying possible interactions between slabs and mantle
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Figure 2.13: Eduction of the middle plate (zoom to Fig. 2.11c; Model 15

in Table 2.3). Note that subduction of the middle plate is re-initiated at a

late stage.

Figure 2.14: Triggering of inverse subduction of the middle plate by slab

detached from the right plate at shallow depth (zoom to Fig. 2.9b; Model 7

in Table 2.3).
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discontinuities and to compare numerical results with seismic tomography

of deep structure of the Earth. Seismic structures for two typical scenarios

of slab interaction with the discontinuity at 660 km in the studied system

are shown in Fig. 2.16. Seismic velocities were computed on the basis of

Gibbs energy minimization approach using methods described by Connolly

and Kerrick (2002) and Gerya et al. (2006), and velocities anomalies were

calculated compared to the profile with no lithosphere at the top (A = 1 yr,

Fig. 2.15).

Examples of slabs not penetrating the 660 km discontinuity are shown in

Fig. 2.16a and b and correspond, respectively to Model 3 at 11 Myr (see also

Fig. 2.8b) and Model 4 at 6.6 Myr (see also Fig. 2.8c). Thus, at some range

of model conditions (e.g. young slabs, Fig. 2.11a, slow convergence, Fig. 2.8a,

dominating overriding plate movement, Fig. 2.8b, middle plate up-side-down

flip, Fig. 2.8c) subducted slabs can be deferred by the discontinuity and

flatten at it. Seismic tomography data provide evidence that such a process

can occur in many places, for example subducted slabs beneath Izu-Bonin

(Fig. 2.17, from Widiyantoro et al. (1999)).

On the other hand both attached and detached slabs can penetrate the

660 km discontinuity. Seismic structures fitting such examples are shown on

Fig. 2.16c and d (correspond, respectively to Model 14 in Table 2.3 at 20.7

and 21.1 Myr; see also Fig. 2.11b). In such a scenario, slab sinks down rapidly

with penetration of the discontinuity, normally breaking off at shallow depths.

Seismic tomography studies of deep structure of the Earth show that such

type of interaction with 660 km discontinuity also can take place, for example

Farallon slab beneath North and Central America (Fig. 2.18, from van der

Hilst et al. (1997)).

2.5 Conclusions

2D numerical modeling of double subduction leads to the following con-

clusions:

1. Subduction rates at two parallel zones vary in time even when the total

convergence rate remains constant. Dominance of either zone depends on
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Figure 2.15: Standard seismic velocities profile used for calculation of

seismic anomalies in Fig. 2.16.
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Figure 2.16: Seismic structures. (a) Model 3, Fig. 2.8b, 11.0 Myr, (b)

Model 4, Fig. 2.8c, 6.6 Myr, (c) Model 14, Fig. 2.11b, 20.7 Myr and (d)

Model 14, Fig. 2.11b, 21.1 Myr Myr (model descriptions in Table 2.3).
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Figure 2.17: Vertical cross-section of tomographic image across Ryukyu

and Izu-Bonin. Top: recovered from P-wave data and bottom: recovered

from S-wave data (from Widiyantoro et al. (1999)).
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Figure 2.18: Vertical cross-section of tomographic image across the con-

vergent margin in Central America. Recovered from P-wave data (from

van der Hilst et al. (1997)).

(i) relative rates of the converging plates, (ii) slab ages and (iii) length of

the middle plate.

2. Dynamics of double subductions involve specific processes such as (i)

eduction, (ii) subduction re-initiation, (iii) subduction flip and (iv) turn

over of detached slabs.

3. Simulated tomographic structures related to slab propagation account

for both penetration and non-penetration of the 660 km discontinuity.

Non-penetration is favored by (i) low convergence rate, (ii) faster relative

movement of the overriding plate, (iii) young ages of subducting slab and

(iv) turn-over of the detached slab.
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Chapter 3

A wavelet-based adaptive finite

element method for the Stokes

problems I: Mathematical for-

mulation

Abstract

In the first part of this work, we present the mathematical formulation of

the new adaptive multiresolution method for the Stokes problems arising

in computational geodynamics. The method is based on particle-in-cell ap-

proach — the Stokes system is solved on a static Eulerian finite element

grid and material properties are carried in space by Lagrangian material

points. The Eulerian grid is adapted using the original wavelet-based adapta-

tion algorithm. Both bilinear (Q1P0, Q1Q1) and biquadratic (Q2P-1) mixed

approximations for the Stokes system are supported.

This chapter will be submitted to “Physics of the Earth and Planetary Interiors”
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3.1 Introduction

Practical problems of computational geodynamics require high-resolution

numerical models. Computational requirements of such models can be very

high, and thus powerful supercomputers are employed routinely nowadays.

However, to utilize these machines more efficiently and to be able to model

truly challenging problems like global mantle convection at numerical res-

olutions resolving 1 km scales, new advanced computational methods are

needed.

In this work we present the novel adaptive multiresolution method for

mechanical Stokes problems arising in computational geodynamics. The

Stokes system of equations is solved on a static Eulerian finite element grid

which is adapted in space based on chosen adaptation criterion (viscosity

field, strain rate field, etc.), and material properties and history are carried by

Lagrangian particles. Fully automatic grid adaptation is implemented using

an original algorithm based on wavelet analysis (Vasilyev and Bowman, 2000;

Vasilyev et al., 2004). The adaptation is supported for both bilinear (Q1P0,

Q1Q1) and biquadratic (Q2P-1) finite element grids.

The work is divided into 2 parts. In the first part presented here, the

mathematical formulation and implementation details of the method are given.

In the second part, we will discuss the results of some numerical benchmarks.

3.2 Governing equations

We are interested in very slow deformations of highly viscous materials. In

this case all inertial forces can be neglected and such quasi-static deformation

process can be described as an evolution through a succession of equilibria:

∂σij
∂xj

+ ρfi = 0 (3.1)

where σij is the total stress tensor component, fi is the external force per

unit mass vector component, xj indicates the spatial coordinate and ρ is the

density.
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The medium is assumed to be incompressible. Thus, equation (3.1) is

solved subject to incompressibility condition:

ε̇ii = 0 (3.2)

where ε̇ij is the strain rate tensor component defined as:

ε̇ij =
1

2

(
∂vi
∂xj

+
∂vj
∂xi

)
(3.3)

where vi and vj indicate the velocities.

The relation between dynamic (σ) and kinematic (ε̇) quantities is given

by rheological constitutive equation. For Newtonian medium it is expressed

as (e.g. Ranalli, 1995):

σij = −pδij −
2

3
ηθ̇δij + 2ηε̇ij (3.4)

where p is the pressure, δij is the Kronecker delta, η is the viscosity and

θ̇ ≡ ε̇ii is the cubical dilatation rate. Naturally, θ̇ equals 0 if incompressibility

condition (3.2) holds.

Equations (3.1), (3.2), (3.3) and (3.4) form the incompressible Stokes

system. In this work we consider only 2D problems. Thus we assume strain

tensor components εzz, εxz, εzx, εyz, εzy to be equal 0 (plane strain assumption)

and the system we solve takes the form:

2η
∂

∂x

∂vx
∂x

+ η
∂

∂y

(
∂vx
∂y

+
∂vy
∂x

)
− ∂p

∂x
= −ρfx

2η
∂

∂y

∂vy
∂y

+ η
∂

∂x

(
∂vy
∂x

+
∂vx
∂y

)
− ∂p

∂y
= −ρfy

∂vx
∂x

+
∂vy
∂y

= 0

(3.5)

Viscoplastic rheology is implemented by using a non-linear effective vis-

cosity in (3.5). A material deforms viscously when stresses fall below its yield

strength σyield, but plastic deformations occur as soon as σyield is reached, and

the effective viscosity is adjusted to ensure material strength σyield is never

exceeded (e.g. Fullsack, 1995; Moresi and Solomatov, 1998; Tackley, 2000):

ηeff = min{ηcreep,
σyield

2ε̇II
} (3.6)
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Here ηcreep is the creep viscosity, which is a function of strain rate and other

material parameters in general cases, and is a constant if viscous deformations

are linear (e.g. Ranalli, 1995), σyield is the yield strength of a material and

ε̇II is the second invariant of the strain rate tensor defined as:

ε̇II =

√
1

2
ε̇ij ε̇ij (3.7)

The yield strength σyield is calculated according to the Drucker-Prager

plasticity model, which in general form is expressed as (e.g. Chakrabarty,

2006):

σyield = αp+ β (3.8)

where p is the pressure, α and β are material parameters. The following

relationships for α and β are used (Lemiale et al., 2008):

α = sin(φ), β = c cos(φ) (3.9)

where c and φ are cohesion and friction angle of a material respectively.

3.3 Finite element discretization of the

Stokes system

The Stokes system of equations (3.5) is solved on an Eulerian grid using

Galerkin mixed finite element discretization technique. In this way velocities

and pressure are approximated as:

vx(x, y) '
n∑
i=1

Ni(x, y)vxi vy(x, y) '
n∑
i=1

Ni(x, y)vyi

p(x, y) '
m∑
i=1

Mi(x, y)pi

(3.10)

where n and m are numbers of velocity and pressure nodes, Ni and Mi are

locally defined basis functions, vxi, vyi and pi are nodal values of velocities

and pressure which have to be found.

In this work we employ 3 different quadrilateral element types (i.e. com-

binations of basis sets {Ni} and {Mi}): bilinear velocity – constant discon-

tinuous pressure Q1P0, bilinear velocity – bilinear continuous pressure Q1Q1
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velocity pressure

Q1P0 Q1Q1 Q2P-1

Figure 3.1: Mixed velocity-pressure elements.

with stabilization, biquadratic velocity – linear discontinuous pressure Q2P-1

(Fig. 3.1; for exact expressions of basis functions see e.g. Zienkiewicz and

Morgan (1983)). Probably the most popular in the community is the Q1P0

element, primary due to its low computational costs. However, this approxi-

mation is unstable as it does not satisfy inf-sup condition and so can lead to

highly inaccurate results under some circumstances (Fortin and Brezzi, 1991;

Elman et al., 2005). The Q1Q1 approximation is also inherently unstable,

but it can be stabilized by very efficient and simple to implement method

proposed recently (Dohrmann and Bochev, 2004; Bochev et al., 2006). Finally,

the Q2P-1 element is stable and known to be robust (Elman et al., 2005),

but associated computational cost is significantly higher compared to bilinear

approximations Q1P0 or Q1Q1.

Substitution of (3.10) into (3.5) and application of Galerkin discretization

procedure yield the Stokes system of equations in the matrix form (e.g.

Zienkiewicz et al., 2005): [
A Q

QT 0

][
v

p

]
=

[
F

0

]
(3.11)

where stiffness matrix A, gradient operator matrix Q, right hand side vector

F and vectors of unknowns v and p are:

A =

∫
Ω

BTDBdxdy Q = −
∫

Ω

KTHdxdy F =

∫
Ω

RTdxdy

v =
[
vx1 vy1 vx2 vy2 . . . vxn vyn

]T

p =
[
p1 p2 . . . pm

]T
(3.12)
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Here vectors and matrices B, D, K, H and R are:

B =
[
ΛN1 ΛN2 . . . ΛNn

]
where Λ =


∂
∂x

0

0 ∂
∂y

∂
∂y

∂
∂x


D = η

2 0 0

0 2 0

0 0 1


K =

[
∇N1 ∇N2 . . . ∇Nn

]
where ∇ =

[
∂
∂x

∂
∂y

]
H =

[
M1 M2 . . . Mm

]
R =

[
N1X N2X . . . NnX

]
where X = ρ

[
fx fy

]

(3.13)

In case of Q1Q1 approximation, the system (3.11) has to be further

modified to include stabilization matrix (Dohrmann and Bochev, 2004; Bochev

et al., 2006): [
A Q

QT −V

][
v

p

]
=

[
F

0

]
(3.14)

where stabilization matrix V is:

V =
1

η

∫
Ω

H̄TH̄dxdy (3.15)

where vector H̄ is:

H̄ =
[
M1 − 1

4
M2 − 1

4
. . . Mm − 1

4

]
(3.16)

Since basis functions Ni and Mi are locally defined, matrices A, Q and

V in (3.11) and (3.14) are sparse and in practise are built by assembling

contributions from individual elements.

The problem (3.11) is solved by augmented Lagrangian iterative method

(e.g. Zienkiewicz et al., 1985; Dabrowski et al., 2008). First, the system (3.11)

is amended by addition of the term − 1
k
M to the both sides of the second

equation, and velocity Schur complement is computed as:

Â = A + kQM−1QT (3.17)
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where k is the penalty parameter and M is the mass matrix:

M =

∫
Ω

HTHdxdy (3.18)

Schur complement Â is then factorized and the iterative scheme is employed

until sufficient level of incompressibility defined by εinc is reached. The

matrix Â is symmetric positive definite, and so the Cholesky factorization is

employed:

Â→ LLT

DO

vi = L−T(L−1(F−Qpi))

di = M−1QTvi

pi+1 = pi + kdi

i = i + 1

UNTIL ‖di‖∞ > εinc

(3.19)

Augmented Lagrangian method is very efficient, but it implies inversion

of the mass matrix M. It is easy to compute the inverse M−1 when pressure

approximation is discontinuous, which is true when Q1P0 or Q2P-1 elements are

employed. However, in case of Q1Q1 element we deal with the system (3.14),

and it is not feasible to apply the method (3.19) since pressure approximation

is continuous. The system (3.14) is symmetric but always indefinite, and in

the current work we solve it at once using LDL factorization. Representing

the problem (3.14) as Sx = b this implies:

S→ LDLT

x = L−T(D−1(L−1b))
(3.20)

Both methods (3.19) and (3.20) rely on direct matrix factorization. Strong

advantage of direct factorization methods is the possibility to use them as

black boxes for ill-conditioned systems which typically arise in geodynamic

models. On the other hand, CPU and memory requirements of direct methods

are high and thus application of such methods to significantly large systems

of linear equations is difficult and iterative schemes are used instead (Schmid

et al., 2008; May and Moresi, 2008). However, as will be shown in this work,
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introduction of dynamic mesh adaptation reduces the number of unknowns

and thus the cost of factorization dramatically, and makes it possible to use

direct methods for models of quite high efficient numerical resolution even in

case of expensive Q2P-1 mixed approximation.

Non-linearities arising in case of plastic yielding are treated using the

method of successive substitutions (also known as Picard’s method, see e.g.

Cuvelier et al. (1986)). At first, effective viscosities are calculated with some

initial velocity and pressure fields. The stiffness matrix A is built then, and

depending on element type the Stokes problem is solved either by (3.19) or

(3.20). Then effective viscosities are recalculated using the new solution and

matrix A is rebuilt. These steps are repeated until the maximum number of

non-linear iterations is passed or convergence criterion is reached:

‖vi
nl − vi−1

nl ‖2

‖vi
nl‖2

< εnl (3.21)

where vi
nl is the velocity solution obtained at non-linear iteration i and εnl is

the non-linear tolerance.

3.4 Particle-in-cell simulation methodology

The material properties and history are carried by Lagrangian material

points, which are advected using the solution of the Stokes system obtained on

a static grid (Fig. 3.2). Such a combination of Lagrangian and Eulerian frames

is known as the particle-in-cell method and is widely used in computational

geodynamics (e.g. Gerya and Yuen, 2003, 2007; O’Neill et al., 2006). The

method allows accurate tracking of material interfaces, and can be used for

modeling of very large deformations without necessity to perform re-gridding,

which is required in case of alternative Arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian ap-

proach (e.g. Fullsack, 1995).

The PIC simulation algorithm can be described as a succession of the

following actions performed at each time step:

1. Interpolation of physical properties from Lagrangian particles to Eule-

rian grid.

2. Assemblage of the Stokes system using interpolated physical properties.
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         Eulerian grid

Lagrangian particles

Figure 3.2: Q1Q1-based Eulerian grid combined with Lagrangian particles.

3. Solution of the system on an Eulerian grid (see Sec. 3.3).

4. Interpolation of computed velocities to Lagrangian particles positions.

5. Particles advection using the interpolated velocities.

Time integration is performed by the first-order forward Euler scheme.

Thus each particle p is advected as:

xp(t+ ∆t) = xp(t) + vp(t)∆t (3.22)

where xp is the particle’s coordinate vector, vp is the interpolated velocity

vector of a particle, and ∆t is the time step calculated based on a given

Courant number.

The accuracy of (3.22) is normally enough. However, if necessary, higher

order integration methods can be used, for example the Runge-Kutta of

fourth-order (e.g. Gerya, 2010).

Initially, the Lagrangian particles are distributed randomly, but with

uniform density. The initial uniform density, however, is not usually well pre-

served as simulation proceeds. The problem can be solved using the approach

based on discrete Voronoi tessellation (OzBench et al., 2008; Velic et al.,

2009), which is described as follows. First, each element of computational

Eulerian grid is discretized by a structured lattice. The lattice is then divided

into sub-domains (discrete Voronoi cells) in such a way that each sub-domain
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20×20 50×50 125×125

Figure 3.3: Approximate Voronoi diagrams. Note that accuracy depends

on the lattice resolution.

particle to clone

particle to eliminate

new particle

Figure 3.4: Elimination and cloning of Lagrangian particles.
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consists of all lattice cells closer to an associated particle than to any other

particle residing in the element. The accuracy of such an approximate Voronoi

diagram depends on a resolution of the lattice (Fig. 3.3). Then, areas of

discrete Voronoi cells are computed and compared to empirical thresholds

AVmin and AVmax. Physically, the cell areas are considered as weights of asso-

ciated Lagrangian particles, so particles whose weights are below AVmin are

eliminated, and those with weights above AVmax are cloned. When cloning is

performed, the new particle is added to the centroid of corresponding Voronoi

cell (Fig. 3.4). The centroid coordinate vector xcentroid is computed as:

xcentroid =

∑ncl

i=1 xicl

ncl

(3.23)

where xicl and ncl are, respectively, the coordinate vectors and the total number

of the lattice cells constituting the Voronoi cell.

Usually, some trial experiments are required to find appropriate values for

AVmin and AVmax. Once these values are estimated, the algorithm works very

efficiently to maintain uniform density of Lagrangian particle field.

3.5 Wavelet-based grid adaptation

In this section we describe the implementation of the grid adaptation

methodology based on wavelet analysis. First, the linear interpolating wavelet

transform will be introduced. Next, the wavelet-based grid adaptation algo-

rithm will be presented.

3.5.1 Linear interpolating wavelet transform

In general, the wavelet transform is a very efficient methodology to con-

struct the multilevel decomposition of some given function. Considering one

dimensional case, a function f(x) defined at m2(n−1) +1 points (m is arbitrary

number) can be decomposed to n levels from J = n− 1 (finest) to 0 (coarsest)

in such a way that at each level the function is approximated as f j (e.g.
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Boggess and Narcowich, 2001):

fJ(x) = f 0 + w0︸ ︷︷ ︸
f1

+ · · ·+ wj−1

︸ ︷︷ ︸
fj

+ · · ·+ wJ−1 (3.24)

where f 0 is the function approximation at the coarsest level, and each wj

represents a difference between approximations at levels j and j + 1:

f 0 =
∑
k∈K0

c0
kφ

0
k(x)

wj =
∑
l∈Lj

djlψ
j
l (x)

(3.25)

Further substitution of (3.25) into (3.24) yields:

fJ(x) =
∑
k∈K0

c0
kφ

0
k(x) +

J−1∑
j=0

∑
l∈Lj

djlψ
j
l (x) (3.26)

where K0 and Lj are index sets, φjk(x) and ψjl (x) are scaling functions

and wavelets respectively, and cjk and djl are scaling function and wavelet

coefficients respectively. This is the purpose of the forward wavelet transform

to determine cjk and djl .

Once the decomposition (3.26) is obtained, we can analyze wavelet co-

efficients djl , which indicate differences between function approximations at

neighbor levels, and leave only significant djl with absolute values above some

prescribed threshold ε. This way the compact representation fJ>(x) of the

original function f(x) is constructed:

fJ(x) =
∑
k∈K0

c0
kφ

0
k(x) +

J−1∑
j=0

∑
l∈Lj

|djl |>ε

djlψ
j
l (x)

︸ ︷︷ ︸
compact representation, fJ>(x)

+
J−1∑
j=0

∑
l∈Lj

|djl |<ε

djlψ
j
l (x)

︸ ︷︷ ︸
insignificant, fJ<(x)

(3.27)

Scaling functions φjk(x) and wavelets ψjl (x) are spawned by dilations and

translations of father wavelet φ(x) and mother wavelet ψ(x) respectively:

φjk(x) = φ(2jx− k)

ψjk(x) = ψ(2jx− k)
(3.28)
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Figure 3.5: Father wavelet φ(x) and mother wavelet ψ(x) for the linear

interpolating transform.

We use the linear interpolating transform in this work. This dictates the

following expressions for φ(x) and ψ(x) (see Fig. 3.5 for the corresponding

plots):

φ(x) = max{0, 1− |x|}

ψ(x) = 2φ(2x− 1)− 1

2
φ(x)− 1

2
φ(x− 1)

(3.29)

Different techniques to perform forward wavelet transform exist. The very

suitable one to work with interpolating wavelets is the lifting scheme (Sweldens,

1998), which is employed in this work. In case of linear interpolating φ(x)

and ψ(x), as in (3.29), the lifted transform from level j + 1 to level j is (e.g.

Sweldens, 1996):

djk =
1

2
(cj+1

2k+1 −
1

2
(cj+1

2k + cj+1
2k+2))

cjk = cj+1
2k +

1

2
(djk−1 + djk)

(3.30)

The scheme (3.30) is applied sequentially starting from the finest level and

proceeding to the coarsest one. This produces values for cjk and djl at all

resolution levels which can be analyzed then in accordance with (3.27).

As an example, consider the Gaussian function f(x) = e
− (x−0.5)2

(1/64)2 with the

plot given on Fig. 3.6. The result of the linear interpolating wavelet transform

with further analysis for insignificant djl coefficients is shown on Fig. (3.7).

Scaling function coefficients c0
k represent the coarsest resolution level, and
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Figure 3.6: Gaussian function f(x) = e
− (x−0.5)2

(1/64)2 .

levels 1 . . . 5 are represented by wavelet coefficients djl , j = 0 . . . 4 respectively.

Note how the Gaussian curve is captured by significant djl coefficients and

how its approximation is sequentially refined at each level.

In two dimensional case, the 1D forward transform has to be performed

in each dimension sequentially. Thus, given a function f(x, y), the scheme

(3.30) is applied first to x- and then to y-slices. The example of a 2D function

is considered in the next section.

3.5.2 Grid adaptation algorithm

The linear interpolating forward transform, described in the Sec. 3.5.1, can

be applied to analyze a function representing some physical field of interest

(viscosity η, density ρ, second strain rate invariant ε̇II , etc.). The result of such

an analysis can be used then as a guidance to build a multilevel computational

grid. To facilitate the process, the nodes of computational grid are associated

with scaling function c0
k and wavelet coefficients djl . Based on these ideas, the

wavelet-based grid adaptation algorithm proceeds as follows (see Vasilyev and
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Figure 3.7: Wavelet coefficients for function on Fig. 3.6.
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Bowman (2000) and Vasilyev et al. (2004) for further details):

1. Perform the forward wavelet transform of a physical field which is

considered as an adaptation criterion and get all c0
k and djl coefficients.

If a physical property field is defined on Lagrangian particles, the

interpolation from particles to grid nodes is performed first.

2. Analyze wavelet coefficients djl at all levels and create a mask M
containing grid nodes associated with significant djl .

3. Include into the mask M all grid nodes from the coarsest level, i.e.

associated with coefficients c0
k.

4. Extend the mask M with grid nodes associated with adjacent to signif-

icant djl . This is to ensure that the mask M includes all nodes whose

coefficients can potentially become significant at the next simulation

time step.

5. Apply recursively the reconstruction check procedure to the mask M.

This is to guarantee that all wavelet coefficients djl necessary to perform

the forward transform at the next time step will be available.

6. Using the adapted mask M, construct a new multilevel finite element

grid.

As an example, consider 2D Gaussian function f(x, y) = e
− x2+y2

2(0.07)2 with

the plot given on Fig. 3.8. The mask M shown on Fig. 3.9 was obtained by

applying the 2D forward transform and including grid nodes associated with

significant djl and all c0
k into M.

Further, extending M with grid nodes associated with adjacent wavelet

coefficients and applying the reconstruction check procedure, the complete

adapted mask M becomes as shown on Fig. 3.10. Based on the mask, the

multilevel computational grid is built (Fig. 3.11, bilinear discretization is

assumed), which is then used to assemble and solve the Stokes system of

equations.

Normally, the new grid is constructed in this way at each simulation

time step. Note that this does not impose any changes to the particle-in-cell

simulation algorithm.

If necessary, several adaptation criteria can be used simultaneously. In

such a case, each criterion is analyzed independently and the corresponding
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Figure 3.8: Gaussian function f(x, y) = e
− x2+y2

2(0.07)2 .

mask Mi is created. The nodewise OR combination of all Mi gives the

common mask M, which is then used for multilevel grid construction.

3.6 Dealing with hanging nodes

A multilevel grid, like one shown on Fig. 3.11, is inherently non-conforming

due to the presence of hanging nodes on boundaries between unequal grid

levels. In order to obtain correct results on such a non-conforming grid,

procedures of assemblage and solution of a corresponding system of equations

have to be modified.

Bilinear (Q1) and biquadratic (Q2) basis functions, employed in this work,

impose an approximated function to be continues across the element edges.

Examining in this way the typical segment of Q1 multilevel grid shown on

Fig. 3.12, the approximation for an unknown function u has to be continues

across the edge ab. This implies that for any point lying on the edge ab the

following equality has to hold:

u1N1(x, y) + u2N2(x, y) + u3N3(x, y) = u1N4(x, y) + u3N5(x, y) (3.31)
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Figure 3.9: The mask M after the wavelet transform of the function on

Fig. 3.8.
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Figure 3.10: The complete adapted mask M constructed for the function

on Fig. 3.8.
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Figure 3.11: Multilevel bilinear finite element grid constructed using the

adapted mask M on Fig. 3.10.
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Figure 3.12: Multilevel bilinear (Q1) grid.

where ui are unknown nodal values of the function u, and Ni are bilinear

basis functions.

The degree of freedom corresponding to a hanging node has to be con-

strained to guaranty the fulfillment of the continuity requirement (3.31). Since

bilinear approximation is considered, the constraint is expressed as:

u2 =
1

2
(u1 + u3) (3.32)

Generalizing, the relationship between unconstrained and constrained

degrees of freedom defined on the edge ab can be expressed in the matrix

form as:

uab = Mab
u ũab (3.33)

where uab and ũab are unconstrained and constrained vectors of unknowns

respectively, and Mab
u is the transformation matrix:

uab =

u1

u2

u3

 ũab =

[
u1

u3

]
Mab

u =

1 0
1
2

1
2

0 1

 (3.34)

In case of biquadratic basis functions, the similar to (3.31) continuity

requirement across the edge ab for the typical segment of Q2 multilevel grid
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Figure 3.13: Multilevel biquadratic (Q2) grid.

shown on Fig. 3.13 is formulated as:

u1N1(x, y) + u2N2(x, y) + u3N3(x, y) + u4N4(x, y) + u5N5(x, y) =

u1N6(x, y) + u3N7(x, y) + u5N8(x, y) (3.35)

To fulfill the requirement (3.35), hanging degrees of freedom u2 and u4 have

to be constrained by a second-order Lagrange polynomial constructed using

values u1, u3 and u5. Thus, the transformation between unconstrained and

constrained vectors of unknowns can be expressed using the matrix relation

(3.33), where uab and ũab vectors and matrix Mab
u are:

uab =


u1

u2

u3

u4

u5

 ũab =

u1

u3

u5

 Mab
u =


1 0 0
3
8

6
8
−1

8

0 1 0

−1
8

6
8

3
8

0 0 1

 (3.36)

Apparently, the similar to (3.33) transformation between unconstrained

and constrained degrees of freedom can be formulated for the whole system.

Thereby, considering the Stokes problem on a multilevel grid, the velocity

constraint relationship is expressed as:

v = Mvṽ (3.37)
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where v and ṽ are unconstrained and constrained velocity vectors respectively,

and Mv is the transformation matrix. Note that v and ṽ contain both x-

and y-velocities and so Mv has to be constructed accordingly.

Thus, the Stokes system of equations, assembled on a multilevel grid, has

to be solved subject to constraint defined by (3.37). Note that this is the case

if Q1P0 or Q2P-1 elements are used, and element Q1Q1 requires additional

constraint on pressure due to the continuity of pressure approximation (see

below). To impose constraint (3.37) on the Stokes system, the assembled

stiffness matrix A, gradient operator matrix Q and right hand side vector F

are modified as (Bangerth and Kayser-Herold, 2009; Carey, 1997):

Ã = MT
vAMv

Q̃ = MT
vQ

F̃ = MT
vF

(3.38)

And then these modified matrices are used in the standard solution procedure.

This way, the velocity Schur complement (3.17) is computed as:

ˆ̃A = Ã + kQ̃M−1Q̃T (3.39)

and augmented Lagrangian iterative method (3.19) is applied:

ˆ̃A→ L̃L̃T

DO

ṽi = L̃−T(L̃−1(F̃− Q̃pi))

vi = Mvṽi

· · ·

(3.40)

Note, however, that unconstrained velocity vector vi is restored once the

constrained solution ṽi is obtained.

In case if Q1Q1 element is employed, the additional constraint on pressure

degrees of freedom is required:

p = Mpp̃ (3.41)

where p and p̃ are unconstrained and constrained pressure vectors respectively,

and Mp is the transformation matrix defined in a similar way as Mv.
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To impose both velocity (3.37) and pressure constraint (3.41) on the Stokes

system, the stiffness matrix A and right hand side vector F are modified in

the same way as in (3.38), but gradient operator matrix Q and stabilization

matrix V (which is required for Q1Q1 element) are modified as:

Q̃ = MT
vQMp

Ṽ = MT
pVMp

(3.42)

The modified matrices are used to assemble the system which is then

solved using LDL factorization (3.20). After that, the unconstrained velocity

v and pressure p vectors are restored from the obtained ṽ and p̃ using (3.37)

and (3.41) respectively.

3.7 Implementation aspects

The numerical method described in this work is implemented in MATLAB

programming language. To facilitate further development, the object-oriented

programming capabilities introduced with MATLAB 2008a are extensively

used. Input / output is performed using HDF5 data format, which makes

possible to use external packages for postprocessing.

The Cholesky decomposition is performed using Cholmod solver (Chen

et al., 2008), and for LDL factorization the MA57 solver is employed (Duff,

2004). Both are distributed with MATLAB as external libraries, although

up-to-date versions of both can be downloaded. The permutation to reduce

fill-in is done using approximate minimum degree ordering method (Amestoy

et al., 2004).

Where data structures permit, MATLAB Parallel Computing Toolbox is

used for parallelization. This makes possible to run the code efficiently on

modern multi-core architectures, as well as in distributed environments.

The code is available here: http://sites.google.com/site/sdvigus/ .
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Chapter 4

A wavelet-based adaptive finite

element method for the Stokes

problems II: Numerical bench-

marks

Abstract

In the second part of this work, the results of sinking block, brittle exten-

sion / compression and Rayleigh-Taylor instability benchmarks are presented

and discussed. We compare performance and accuracy of adaptive and non-

adaptive schemes, and evaluate applicability of bilinear (Q1P0, Q1Q1) and

biquadratic (Q2P-1) mixed approximations in different conditions. Based on

the obtained results, we conclude that the proposed adaptive finite element

method provides very significant performance gain compared to the non-

adaptive one, while results obtained in adaptive and non-adaptive simulations

are very close.

All numerical experiments were performed using MATLAB R2009b.

This chapter will be submitted to “Physics of the Earth and Planetary Interiors”
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Table 4.1: Model parameters for the sinking block benchmark.

Parameter Value

Block viscosity ηb 102–107

Medium viscosity ηm 1.0

Block density ρb 2.0

Medium density ρm 1.0

Gravitational acceleration g −10.0

Time step ∆t 0.1

4.1 Sinking block benchmark

To evaluate the general applicability of the proposed adaptive numerical

method, we performed the classical numerical benchmark of a sinking of a

hard rectangular block into a medium with a lower viscosity (Gerya and

Yuen, 2003). Although corresponding analytical solution is not known, the

numerical results can be evaluated in a qualitative sense.

Setup and parameters

The model setup is shown on Fig. 4.1, and employed physical and numeri-

cal parameters are provided in Table 4.1. The numerical simulations were

performed on Q1P0 and Q1Q1 adaptive grids of 6× 12→ 96× 192 (5 levels)

resolution, and with about 1.7 · 105 Lagrangian particles. The viscosity field

was used as an adaptation criterion with an adaptation threshold ε = 10−3.

Since the viscosity interface between the block and the medium exists

a priori, the preliminary grid adaptation was performed before the actual

numerical simulations were started (Fig. 4.2).

Effect of viscosity contrast

The results of numerical simulations on Q1Q1 adaptive grid with 102 and

107 viscosity contrasts are shown on Figs. 4.3 and 4.4 respectively. As it
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x

y

all boundaries are free slip

g

0.4

0.4

ρm ηm

ρb ηb

Figure 4.1: Sinking block model setup.
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1 2

3 4

Figure 4.2: Preliminary grid adaptation.
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is seen from the figures, the interface between the block and the medium

is accurately captured by a multilevel grid as simulation proceeds and the

block sinks down. As expected from the physical point of view, the block

undergoes deformations in case of moderate viscosity contrast (102), but these

deformations vanish as viscosity contrast becomes high (107). The fact that

the shape of the block is preserved at high viscosity contrast also verifies that

the implemented numerical scheme is stress conservative.

Checkerboard pressure problem with Q1P0 element

The benchmark was performed using Q1P0 mixed approximation to evalu-

ate its applicability and make a comparison with Q1Q1 element.

While the general model evolution is similar for Q1Q1 and Q1P0 elements,

the pressure solution obtained with Q1P0 clearly shows strong checkerboard

effect (Fig. 4.5). This problem is well known and is caused by the fact that

Q1P0 is inherently unstable (Fortin and Brezzi, 1991; Elman et al., 2005).

However, in our experience, the checkerboard effect is even more evident when

multilevel grid is employed. Thus, Q1P0 element has to be used with care,

especially when non-linear pressure-dependent rheology is used (see Sec. 4.2).

Performance analysis

The comparisons of average performance between Q1Q1 adaptive and

non-adaptive schemes were done at resolutions 6× 12→ 384× 768 (7 levels)

in adaptive and 384 × 768 in non-adaptive case, and with about 2.7 · 106

Lagrangian particles in both cases. The results obtained in sequential (1

CPU) and parallel (8 CPUs) modes are shown on Fig. 4.6.

As it is seen from the plots, there is a very significant performance gain

when adaptation is employed, especially for the solution of the Stokes system.

Due to the high cost of Voronoi tessellation, the reordering of Lagrangian

particles is relatively expensive in both adaptive and non-adaptive cases. The

potential solution to this problem is to implement the Voronoi tessellation

functionality in an external library using a low-level language, such as C++.

The parallel speedup from 1 to 8 CPUs is significant but less than linear.

This can be explained by the fact that MATLAB Parallel Computing Toolbox
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time = 5.5 time = 37.5

Figure 4.3: Results of sinking block benchmark with viscosity con-

trast ηb
ηm

= 102. Material field with imposed numerical grid is shown.
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time = 5.5 time = 37.5

Figure 4.4: Results of sinking block benchmark with viscosity con-

trast ηb
ηm

= 107. Material field with imposed numerical grid is shown.
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Q1Q1

Q1P0

Figure 4.5: Pressure field around the block obtained with Q1Q1 and Q1P0

elements.
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is a relatively new product, and an efficient parallelization using an interpreted

dynamic language, such as MATLAB, poses significant challenges.

4.2 Brittle extension / compression bench-

mark

This benchmark was performed to test the capabilities of the proposed

adaptive approach to capture and resolve spontaneously forming shear zones

in non-linear brittle faulting models.

Setup and parameters

The extension / compression model setup is shown on Fig. 4.7, and model

parameters are given in Table 4.2 (physical parameters are from Lemiale

et al. (2008)). The numerical experiments were performed on Q1Q1-based

12×4→ 768×256 (7 levels) adaptive and on 768×256 non-adaptive grids, and

with about 1.8 · 106 Lagrangian particles in both cases. Adaptive simulations

were started on 384 × 128 equidistant grid. The vx- and vy-velocity fields

served as adaptation criteria with a threshold ε = 10−3. Thus, the wavelet-

based adaptation was performed independency for each of velocity fields, and

the results were combined to form a common adapted mask. The multilevel

grid, constructed from such a mask, efficiently captures the gradients of the

strain rate field.

The strain softening / hardening behavior of brittle materials is modeled

by adjusting the cohesion c at each time step as:

c = c1 + (c2 − c1) min

{
1,max

{
0,
εpl − ε1

ε2 − ε1

}}
(4.1)

Thus, the cohesion value c is changed linearly from initial c1 to final c2 as

accumulated plastic strain εpl changes from ε1 to ε2. The softening behavior is

imposed when c2 < c1, and the hardening — when c2 > c1. The accumulated

plastic strain εpl is defined on Lagrangian particles, and is integrated by the

forward Euler scheme as other particles properties:

εpl(t+ ∆t) = εpl(t) + ε̇pl(t)∆t (4.2)
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parallelized

Figure 4.6: Performance comparisons between adaptive and non-adaptive

numerical schemes for sinking block model. Top: 1 CPU; bottom: 8 CPUs

with MATLAB Parallel Computing Toolbox. Dual AMD Opteron 8380

system was used.
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x

y

right and left boundaries are Dirichlet with vbc
bottom boundary is free slip

top boundary is zero flux
g

sticky air

weak inclusion
0.04×0.04, ηw

ηm

or or

vbc vbc

Figure 4.7: Extension / compression model setup.

Table 4.2: Model parameters for brittle extension / compression bench-

mark.

Parameter Value

Weak inclusion viscosity ηw 1.0

Medium viscosity ηm 100.0

Weak inclusion and medium density ρ 1.0

Air viscosity ηa 0.01

Air density ρa 0.0

Gravitational acceleration g −10.0

Friction angle φ 0◦–30◦

Strain values ε1/ε2 0.0 / 0.1

Cohesion c1/c2

Extension 4.0 / 1.0

Compression 20.0 / 10.0

Boundary velocity vbc

Extension 0.05

Compression −0.5

Time step ∆t
Extension 0.02

Compression 0.004

Nonlinear tolerance εnl 10−3
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Here ε̇pl is the plastic strain rate computed as:

ε̇pl = ε̇II

(
1− ηeff

ηcreep

)
(4.3)

where ε̇II is the second invariant of the strain rate tensor, and ηcreep and ηeff

and creep and viscoplastic effective viscosities respectively.

Shear bands formation

The brittle extension and compression numerical experiments were per-

formed with friction angles φ = 0◦, 10◦, 20◦ and 30◦ on both adaptive and

non-adaptive grids. As an example, the results of an extension numerical

simulation with φ = 0◦ are shown on Figs. 4.8 and 4.9, and the results of a

compression simulation with φ = 30◦ are shown on Figs. 4.10 and 4.11. As it

is seen from the figures, the multilevel grid is progressively adapted to capture

and better resolve appearing brittle faults as simulation proceeds.

The orientations of the formed shear bands with respect to horizontal

were measured for both adaptive and non-adaptive models and compared

against each other and against Coulomb orientations (Fig. 4.12). The results

obtained on adaptive and non-adaptive grids are very close, and show good

agreement with Coulomb angles which are expected (Lemiale et al., 2008;

Kaus, 2010).

Long-term brittle extension

It is interesting to compare long-term brittle model evolution simulated

on adaptive and non-adaptive grids. The material and strain rate fields from

extension simulations with φ = 0◦ after relatively high strains are shown

on Figs. 4.13, 4.14 and 4.15. As it is seen from the figures, the results

obtained on adaptive and non-adaptive grids are almost identical. Thus, for

considered models, the adaptive scheme can be used instead of non-adaptive

with confidence.

Performance analysis

The comparison of average performance between adaptive and non-

adaptive schemes is shown on Fig. 4.16. As in the sinking block benchmark
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Figure 4.8: Extension model with φ = 0◦ after 0.07% strain. Top: log(ε̇II)

plot; middle: numerical grid; bottom: zoom as marked by red rectangles.
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Figure 4.9: Extension model with φ = 0◦ after 0.53% strain. Top: log(ε̇II)

plot; middle: numerical grid; bottom: zoom as marked by red rectangles.
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Figure 4.10: Compression model with φ = 0◦ after 0.13% strain. Top:

log(ε̇II) plot; middle: numerical grid; bottom: zoom as marked by red

rectangles.
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Figure 4.11: Compression model with φ = 0◦ after 1.33% strain. Top:

log(ε̇II) plot; middle: numerical grid; bottom: zoom as marked by red

rectangles.
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Figure 4.12: Orientations of shear bands in extension / compression

simulations with different frictions angles.
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non-adaptive grid

adaptive grid

Figure 4.13: Material fields and log(ε̇II) plots obtained with non-adaptive

and adaptive grids for extension model with φ = 0◦ after 12.33% strain.
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non-adaptive grid

adaptive grid

Figure 4.14: Material fields and log(ε̇II) plots obtained with non-adaptive

and adaptive grids for extension model with φ = 0◦ after 25.33% strain.

See Fig. 4.15 for zoom as marked by a red rectangle here.
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Figure 4.16: Performance comparison between adaptive and non-adaptive

numerical schemes for brittle extension model. Dual AMD Opteron 8380

system was used.

(Sec. 4.1), the performance gain for matrices construction and Stokes system

solution is very significant when adaptive grid is employed. However, the

considered problem is non-linear and the Stokes system has to be constructed

and solved normally more than once at each time step. Thus, the overall

performance advantage of the adaptive approach is even more dramatic in

this case.

4.3 Incompressibility issue with Q1Q1 ele-

ment

As was demonstrated by previous numerical experiments (Secs. 4.1 and

4.2), the results obtained with stabilized Q1Q1 element are adequate in many
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Table 4.3: Velocity norms ‖vy‖2 normalized by the number of elements.

Element type
Resolution

100× 100 200× 200 400× 400 800× 800

Q1Q1 8.35 · 10−7 1.04 · 10−7 1.30 · 10−8 1.63 · 10−9

Q2P-1 2.26 · 10−17 2.31 · 10−17 2.39 · 10−17 2.89 · 10−17

cases. However, in many gravity-driven geodynamic models, the Q1Q1 element

behaves unreliably due to the issue of artificial incompressibility caused by

the addition of the stabilization matrix V to the Stokes system. This problem

is discussed in the original works (Dohrmann and Bochev, 2004; Bochev et al.,

2006) and was also confirmed in personal communications with P. Bochev.

To evaluate the issue, we performed the series of numerical simulations on

Q1Q1- and Q2P-1-based regular grids of a model containing square 1.0× 1.0

domain with uniform ρ = 1.0 and η = 1.0 and applied gravity g = −10.0.

Since the media is assumed to be incompressible, one would expect vy-velocity

to be zero everywhere. However, the differences between normalized L2-

norms of vy obtained with Q1Q1 and Q2P-1 elements are almost 10 orders of

magnitude (Table 4.3).

Thus, while the Q1Q1 element is stable and can be efficiently used in

numerical experiments like brittle faulting (Sec. 4.2), it has to be avoided

in models which are gravity-driven by a small density differences — such as

Rayleigh-Taylor instability or subduction simulations.

4.4 Rayleigh-Taylor instability benchmark

This is the classical two-layer Rayleigh-Taylor instability benchmark. The

corresponding analytical solution is available, and thus the accuracy of the

employed computational scheme can be evaluated.
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top and bottom boundaries are no slip
right and left boundaries are free slip
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growth rate K

λ

Figure 4.17: Rayleigh-Taylor model initial setup.

Setup and parameters

The Rayleigh-Taylor model setup is shown on Fig. 4.17, and model pa-

rameters are provided in Table 4.4. The Q1Q1 element can not be used

for this benchmark due to incompressibility issue (see above), and thus bi-

quadratic mixed approximation Q2P-1 was used. The numerical simulations

were performed on 25× 25→ 400× 400 (5 levels) adaptive and on 400× 400

non-adaptive grids, and with 1.6 · 107 Lagrangian particles in both cases. The

material density field was used as an adaptation criterion with a threshold

ε = 10−5. Since the density interface between the layers exists a priori,

the preliminary grid adaptation was performed — as in the sinking block

benchmark.
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Table 4.4: Model parameters for the Rayleigh-Taylor benchmark.

Parameter Value

Top layer viscosity η1 1–2000

Bottom layer viscosity η2 1–1000

Top layer density ρ1 1.1

Bottom layer density ρ2 1.0

Gravitational acceleration g −10.0

Courant number 0.8

Growth of diapirs

The series of Rayleigh-Taylor numerical simulations were performed vary-

ing viscosity contrast η1
η2

and thickness of bottom layer h2 on both adaptive

and non-adaptive grids. The growth factors were calculated after the first

time step for both adaptive and non-adaptive models and compared against

each other and against analytical solution (Ramberg, 1968a,b), the results are

provided on Fig. 4.18. As it is seen from the plots, growth factors obtained on

adaptive and non-adaptive grids are practically equal, and good agreement

with analytical solution is observed.

To illustrate the following diapiric growth, some results for subsequent

simulation time steps are shown on Figs. 4.19, 4.20 and 4.21. As it is seen

from the figures, the interface between the layers remains accurately captured

and resolved by an adaptive grid as simulation proceeds.

Performance analysis

The plots provided on Fig. 4.22 show the measured time and memory

requirements for a single Cholesky factorization for numerical simulations

on adaptive and non-adaptive grids of 100× 100, 200× 200, 400× 400 and

800 × 800 efficient numerical resolutions. The power of adaptive approach

is evident — both time and memory requirements can differ by as high as 3

orders of magnitude (the 800× 800 case).
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time=38774 time=50521

Figure 4.19: Results of Rayleigh-Taylor numerical experiment with η1
η2

=

103. Top: material plot; middle: numerical grid; bottom: vy-velocity plot.
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time=109 time=140

Figure 4.20: Results of Rayleigh-Taylor numerical experiment with η1
η2

= 1.

Top: material plot; middle: numerical grid; bottom: vy-velocity plot.
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Figure 4.21: Zoom in Fig. 4.20 at t = 140, as marked by red rectangles.
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Figure 4.22: Time (top) and memory requirements (bottom) for Cholesky

factorization depending on numerical resolution. Quad AMD Opteron 8220

system was used.
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Effect of Voronoi tessellation

Due to the relatively large deformations, the Rayleigh-Taylor instability

benchmark serves as a good test to check the efficiency of the Voronoi

tessellation algorithm to maintain uniform distribution of Lagrangian particles.

The numerical simulations of diapiric growth with and without Voronoi

algorithm were performed on Q2P-1-based 25 × 25 → 100 × 100 (3 levels)

adaptive grid, and with 2.5 · 105 Lagrangian particles. For the experiment

with enabled Voronoi tessellation, the minimum and maximum cell areas

were AVmin = 1
50

and AVmax = 1
12

. The effect of the Voronoi algorithm on a

Lagrangian particle distribution is illustrated on Fig. 4.23, and dependency

plot of the number of particles on time is provided on Fig. 4.24. As it is seen

from the Fig. 4.23, the Voronoi tessellation algorithm works very efficiently

in keeping uniform particle density across the domain.

4.5 Conclusions

In this work we applied the proposed adaptive multiresolution finite

element method to linear (sinking block and Rayleigh-Taylor instability

benchmarks) and to non-linear (brittle extension / compression benchmark)

problems. The obtained numerical results are shown to be in an excellent

agreement with those obtained on non-adaptive grids and with analytical

solutions. At the same time, computational requirements of the method

are up to few orders of magnitude lower compared to the non-adaptive grid

approach, in terms of both time and memory usage.
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Figure 4.23: Effect of the Voronoi tessellation algorithm on a Lagrangian

particle distribution. The tessellation is disabled (top) / enabled (bottom).
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Figure 4.24: Number of Lagrangian particles as a function of time when

Voronoi tessellation algorithm is disabled / enabled.
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Chapter 5

Conclusions and outlook

In the course of this doctoral thesis, two related research projects were

carried out. (1) The first one was devoted to the systematic numerical study

of a complex geodynamic process of double subduction. (2) The second

one consisted of the development, implementation and evaluation of a new

adaptive multiresolution computational technique for the Stokes flow problems

arising in geodynamics. In this chapter, the conclusions from both projects

are summarized, and the future research directions are discussed.

(1) The results of 2D numerical study of double subduction lead to the

following conclusions:

• Subduction rates at two zones running in parallel differ and vary in time

even when the total convergence rate remains constant. Dominance of

either zone depends on (i) relative rates of the converging plates, (ii)

slab ages and (iii) length of the middle plate.

• Double subduction systems involve several processes unknown in simple

subduction systems. Such processes are: (i) eduction, (ii) subduction

re-initiation, (iii) subduction flip and (iv) turn over of detached slabs.

• The dynamics of double subduction is characterized by different modes of

interaction of two subducting slabs with the 660 km discontinuity. Thus,

simulated tomographic structures related to slab propagation account

for both penetration and non-penetration of the 660 km discontinuity.

Non-penetration is favored by (i) low convergence rate, (ii) faster relative

movement of the overriding plate, (iii) young ages of subducting slab

and (iv) turn-over of the detached slab.

The double subduction model constructed and employed in this study

is relatively simple. Some of the possible improvements for future studies

could be: implementing more natural stress boundary conditions, including

continental plates, activating magma production. And, of course, it would be
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very interesting to perform modeling of double subduction in 3D.

(2) The new adaptive multiresolution finite element method

for the Stokes flow problems was developed and implemented

in MATLAB programming language (the code is available here:

http://sites.google.com/site/sdvigus/). The automatic grid adaptation

is supported for bilinear and biquadratic mixed discretizations and is

implemented using an original algorithm based on wavelet analysis (Vasilyev

and Bowman, 2000; Vasilyev et al., 2004). The proposed method was applied

to linear (sinking block and Rayleigh-Taylor instability benchmarks) and

to non-linear (brittle extension / compression benchmark) problems. The

obtained numerical results are shown to be in an excellent agreement with

those obtained on non-adaptive grids and with analytical solutions. At the

same time, computational requirements of the method are up to few orders

of magnitude lower compared to the non-adaptive grid approach, in terms of

both time and memory usage.

It would be interesting to apply the new adaptive method for further

studies of double subduction geodynamic process. However, in order to model

subduction, it’s necessary to take temperature conservation into account.

Thus, an adaptive thermal solver has to be implemented and coupled with

the mechanical one. In the course of this thesis, quite significant progress in

this direction has been made (Appendix A.2).

Another interesting and important research task is to implement and

evaluate an alternative non-linear solver such as Newton’s or quasi-Newton’s

iterative schemes (Cuvelier et al., 1986; Popov and Sobolev, 2008). The

currently employed method of successive substitutions is reliable but has

quite poor convergence. This causes substantial performance loss for non-

linear models like extension with brittle faulting.

Finally, it would be appealing to extend the proposed adaptive method

to 3D. This would require re-implementation in low-level language like C++

since even very careful implementation in MATLAB most probably will

have insufficient performance in 3D. Moreover, MATLAB is rarely available

on supercomputers which are normally used to study high-resolution 3D

numerical models.
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Appendix A

Work in progress

A.1 GeoMod 2008 benchmark

The prototype version of the finite element computational code developed

in the course of this thesis (Chapter 3) was used to perform GeoMod 2008

benchmark, which was introduced with aim to compare results of brittle

analogue and numerical models in order to improve the understanding of

causes of differences between them (Buiter and Schreurs, 2008). The used

prototype version of the code is quite limited and does not include adaptive

grid capabilities. Thus, all numerical experiments were performed on regular

Q2P-1 grids.

There are three tests in GeoMod 2008 benchmark. The initial setups and

results of the corresponding numerical simulations are shown on Figs. A.1, A.2

and A.3. The obtained results show reasonable agreements with the results

obtained with other numerical codes (Buiter et al., 2010). The corresponding

physical and geometrical parameters are being measured currently by Susanne

Buiter and Guido Schreurs and will be provided in the final paper to be

published.

It would be very interesting to redo the GeoMod 2008 benchmark using

the adaptive finite element code presented in Chapter 3. This latest version is

much more mature than the original prototype, and demonstrates significantly

better localization of plastic deformations in numerical experiments with

brittle faulting (Chapter 4).
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Figure A.1: GeoMod 2008 experiment “1A” performed on 212×64 regular

Q2P-1 grid. Top: model setup (from Buiter and Schreurs (2008)); bottom:

material field after 4.0 cm shortening.
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Figure A.2: GeoMod 2008 experiment “1B” performed on 350×70 regular

Q2P-1 grid. Top: model setup (from Buiter and Schreurs (2008)); middle:

material field; bottom: log-plot of accumulated plastic strain after 10.0 cm

shortening.
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Figure A.3: GeoMod 2008 experiment “2” performed on 350× 70 regular

Q2P-1 grid. Top: model setup (from Buiter and Schreurs (2008)); middle:

material field; bottom: log-plot of accumulated plastic strain after 10.0 cm

shortening.
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A.2 A wavelet-based adaptive finite element

method for the advection-diffusion equa-

tion

The adaptive finite element method, introduced in this thesis (Chap-

ter 3), is intended to solve the mechanical Stokes problems. However, for

many practical geodynamic problems, it’s also necessary to take temperature

conservation into account and solve temperature advection-diffusion equation:

DT

Dt
=
∂T

∂t
+ vx

∂T

∂x
+ vy

∂T

∂y
= κ

(
∂2T

∂x2
+
∂2T

∂y2

)
+H (A.1)

Here T is the temperature, t is the time, vx and vy are velocities, H is the

heat source term and κ is the thermal diffusivity:

κ =
k

ρCp
(A.2)

where k is the thermal conductivity, ρ is the density and Cp is the specific

heat capacity.

In contrast to the Stokes system, the equation (A.1) contains explicit

dependence of the unknown function T on time t and so it is necessary to

have temperature nodal values from a previous time step in order to solve the

equation for a next time step. However, when grid adaptivity is employed,

the grids at subsequent time steps can differ and temperature values from

a previous time step are unavailable at some nodes of a new adapted grid.

Thus, temperature interpolation has to be done from an adaptive grid at a

previous time step to an adaptive grid at a current time step. The order of

such interpolation has to be consistent with an order of an employed finite

element approximation.

In the course of this thesis, the adaptive solver for (A.1) has been imple-

mented. The operator splitting technique is used: the advection is solved

using semi-Lagrangian scheme (Staniforth and Côté, 1991; Spiegelman and

Katz, 2006), and the diffusion part is solved implicitly by the finite element

method (e.g. Lewis et al., 2004). The described above interpolation technique
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Figure A.4: Shear cell model setup.

was successfully implemented for both bilinear and biquadratic adaptive finite

element grids.

The results of the shear cell benchmark (Fig. A.4) on biquadratic adaptive

grid of 4× 4→ 128× 128 (6 levels) resolution are shown on Fig. A.5. The

future work would be to couple the implemented adaptive temperature solver

with the mechanical one (Chapter 3) and to perform the mantle convection

benchmark (Blankenbach et al., 1989).

A.3 Application of adaptive wavelets for cal-

culation of 3D phase diagrams

The adaptive wavelets are useful in many branches of computational geo-

sciences. Recently, the method for calculation of phase diagrams and related

in situ properties of rocks (e.g. density, enthalpy, seismic velocity, etc.) in
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thermal diffusivity κ = 0

thermal diffusivity κ > 0

Figure A.5: Temperature fields after 3 convolutions.
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